CLUB 101

UNBEATEABLE VIEWS
SPACE TO SCHMOOZE
See every show throughout the year in
exclusive surroundings.
Follow fans along the lively level 1 concourse
then step inside Club 101, our private lounge
space with great views of the stage.
Whether you’re a pair or a party, you can pick
the number of seats you wish – keep in mind
there are only so many up for grabs each year.
Once inside, you and your guests may not want
to leave. A fully stocked private bar is a few
steps away. High tables with low lighting create
the perfect atmosphere for socialising. And the
seats? Incredibly comfy with incredible views.
Be part of Club 101 for an exclusive and
intimate experience.

Access to every show
Go to every public show that takes your fancy.
You’ll have complete freedom, whether you like
to lock down your must-see shows or prefer
deciding on the day.
Dedicated seats
A Club 101 seat is all yours, all year. So you can enjoy
the same great view for every single show you come to.
Drive-in drop-off
Take a taxi or private car and you can use the
exclusive drop-off point at the venue. After the
show, this can be your pick-up point too.
Fast-track entry
Soak up the atmosphere of a fast-filling arena
but skip all the queues. You’ll have a dedicated
lane that takes you into the arena in no time.
Refreshments on arrival
Head into Club 101 and before you know it you’ll
have a drink in one hand and a bite to eat in the other.
Always taken care of
You’ll have a dedicated Account Manager to answer
your questions and help sort out the finer details.
Chances to upgrade
Spot an extra special event on the calendar?
You have the chance to upgrade to a
suite, at special members’ rates.
Membership from £13,500 + VAT per seat

PREMIUM EXPERIENCES THAT GIVE YOU MORE & MORE

